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Abstract

Biologists currently devote significant time and effort
searching information for their research. The wide diver-
sity in terminology used inhibit effective computerized and
manual data retrieval. For example, say a user wants to
find all the gene products that are involved in bacterial pro-
tein synthesis, and that have sequences or structures signif-
icantly different from those in humans. If one database de-
scribes these molecules as being involved in ‘translation’,
whereas another uses the phrase ‘protein synthesis’, it will
be difficult for the user - and even harder for a computer
- to find functionally equivalent terms. A schema mapping
tool, which interprets results from one database in terminol-
ogy used by a second database, can solve such problems.
We started our project by developing schema mapping for
UniProt1 and Genbank2 protein resources, both of which
can be rendered in XML format, as a large part of scientific
community uses proteomic resources. The approach will
later on be extended to other scientific databases. Here we
present a novel idea of mapping schemas using ontologies.

1. Introduction

The aim of a schema-mapping tool is to express the syn-
tactic correspondence between semantically equivalent con-
cepts from separate schemas. A schema mapping tool takes
two schemas, as input, and generates a mapping (transla-
tion) from one schema to another as output. Traditional ap-
proaches follow syntactic and semantic methods [1],[2].

The mapping can be achieved in terms of database
“structure” (tree, network, relation, etc. as well as attributes
names, types) and “values” (actual instance values). Syn-
tactic approaches match different object names (types), to
detect similarity. This requires syntactic metadata knowl-
edge, data structure (tree, network, relation, etc.) as well

1http://www.pir.uniprot.org/
2http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=Protein

as attribute names and types. Semantic approaches, on the
other hand, map schemas on the basis of the attribute values.

These techniques can only assist users in detecting cor-
rect mappings, but usually do not result in a completely au-
tomated schema mapping process. The actual mapping is
done using local ideas (pertaining to two-three databases)
however the aim is to achieve global mapping (mapping any
database. To increase the relevance of the results, combina-
tion of different techniques (syntactic and semantic) is nec-
essary [1].

2. BioMap

The main challenge of schema mapping is to map the
information contained in the resources regardless of the in-
trinsic format in which they are presented. To address this
challenge a reference can be used. This reference represents
different concepts of the concerned domain such as Protein
and forms a learning phase that lets users map the metadata
(syntax or semantics) of one or a set of data sources to it-
self. The use of an ontology as such reference offers many
advantages including:
• expressing the semantics of data instead of an alterna-

tive syntax.

• offering useful reasoning possibilities, that can be used
in the automated detection process.

Ontologies help in creating a global schema mapping, thus
allowing bi-directional mapping. It is better than traditional
techniques which allow uni-directional mapping. Many dif-
ferent resources on the web can deliver information about a
same scientific object, and it can be very useful to gather
this information from different resources to get more com-
plete results, as well as to detect potential inconsistencies.
In this context, the use of an automated data mapping should
allow, after having specified the correspondences between a
set of initial data sources and the ontology, to detect these
correspondences with other equivalent resources.

For analyzing how to map the two selected resources,
a same protein, p53, was selected from both the resources
and its attributes were studied. The front-end formats



(XML-UniProt and XML-GenBank) were considered for
this analysis. After thoroughly understanding the structure
of the XML files and the attributes associated with the en-
tity ‘protein’, few common features were recognized. Using
these common attributes, we formed our own ontology us-
ing the Protégé software [3]. We included in the ontology
identifiers and important attributes for each object.

3. BioMap Ontology

An ontology was built, in order to accurately represent
the different concepts expressed in both the protein re-
sources, using guidelines from [3] and [4]. Not all concepts
related to the proteomics were identified and were repre-
sented in this ontology, but we concentrated on selecting
only a few important ones.

The BioMap ontology represents the following classes of
scientific objects such as Citation, Sequence, NucleotideSe-
quence, Codon, Protein, Organism, etc. Each class is re-
lated to another class. For example a protein is a sequence
of AminoAcids resulting from the translation from a Gene.
A Gene is a sequence of DNA nucleotides that codes for
a specific product in the metabolism. A Gene is a kind of
NucleotideSequence.

Each of these classes is characterized with a unique iden-
tifier, that has to be as widely used as possible by the sci-
entific community. For example citations are identified by
a PubMed ID. This identifier comes from NCBI’s biblio-
graphic database, PubMed.

4. Schema mapping toolkit

The semi-automated schema mapping process is based
on the statements issued by different agents that analyze the
data. In syntactic mapping, agents are based on the analy-
sis of the syntax of the resources that have to be mapped.
For instance, an agent could compare the names used for
two structures to determine their degree of similarity (are

the names of the two structures identical, or is one a sub-
string of the other?). Semantic mapping agents analyze the
instances. For example, by detecting similar values in two
structural components (e.g., an attribute), the agent can infer
they are equivalent. An ontology identifies semantic map-
ping, which is difficult to find in a syntactic schema and
guides the mapping process. We follow this approach as it
introduces a solution to map the first source to the ontology,
and also the second source to the ontology, thereby allowing
mapping either resource to the other (bi-directional).

For instance, as illustrated in Figure 1, we can identify
that the two resources model a common entity - Protein.
Next, we can identify the same value “Cellular tumor anti-
gen p53” in a component’s label “Name” in UniProt and as
a part of the component value called “Definition” in NCBI
Protein. If the ontology specifies a concept “Protein” which
has an attribute called “Name”, a syntactic mapping easily
identifies “Name” as being the name attribute of the Pro-
tein concept. The mapping between the component ”Defini-
tion” in UniProt and “Name” in the ontology is semantically
devised, thus mapping the two resources through ontology.
Similarly, the amino acid sequence of the protein is labeled
“sequence” in UniProt, and “origin” in NCBI Protein. The
syntactic mapping from UniProt to the ontology is therefore
easy, and based on the value of the UniProt associated value;
the semantic mapping identifies the NCBI Protein structure.

5. Conclusions

BioMap can be used for integrating databases by trans-
lating one resource schema into another and provides inter-
operability between applications. It is not only useful for
generating but also maintaining adapters, parsers and wrap-
pers.

In future, we plan to consider other formats (nested
text, relational, HTML, etc.) and resources other than
proteomics.
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